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With expanded populace thickness, the Philippines experiences nourishment uncertainty in light of an absence of a national appropriate to sustenance procedure/structure; clashing laws and approaches particularly asshore utilize and exchange progression; iron deficient execution of agrarian change and assurance of indigenous individuals' rights; an efficient disregard of the agribusiness segment in the course of the most recent three decades, and absence of lucid environmental change adjustment and fiasco hazard diminishment techniques. ¹ As per Food and Agriculture Organization, the Philippines has the most noteworthy pervasiveness of sustenance deficiency among the Asia's tiger fledgling economies from 2005 to 2012. More than a fourth of Filipino grown-ups (36%) guaranteed to be sustenance uncertain, while 23% of Filipino youngsters said the same in the most recent National Nutrition Survey (NNS) led in 2011. ² In spite of the fact that sustenance uncertainty is an overall issue over all locales of the Philippines, it has the most noteworthy commonness in the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) which has the nation's Muslim minority.

The United Nations characterizes the Right to Food as "the privilege to have consistent, changeless and unhindered get to, either straightforwardly or by methods for budgetary buys, to quantitatively and subjectively satisfactory and adequate nourishment comparing to the social conventions of the general population to which the buyer has a place, and which guarantee a physical and mental, individual and aggregate, satisfying and noble life free of dread." The privilege to sustenance has four measurements: accessibility, openness (financial and physical), ampleneness and nourishment security. An additional measurement is manageability.

Sustenance security was characterized amid 1996 World Food Summit as "when all individuals at all circumstances have admittance to adequate, sheltered, nutritious nourishment to

keep up a sound and dynamic life". Regularly, the idea of nourishment security is characterized as including both physical and monetary access to sustenance that meets individuals' dietary needs and additionally their sustenance inclinations.

On 10 September 2014, the UN General Assembly chose that the Report of the Open Working Group on Sustainable Development Goals would be the primary reason for coordinating the SDGs into the post 2015 improvement motivation. The second of the seventeen proposed SDGs is "End hunger, accomplish nourishment security and enhanced sustenance, and advance economical horticulture". Targets and pointers include: by 2030 end hunger and guarantee access by all individuals, specifically poor people and individuals in powerless circumstances including newborn children, to protected, nutritious and adequate sustenance throughout the entire year; by 2030 end all types of ailing health, including accomplishing by 2025 the universally concurred focuses on hindering and squandering in youngsters under five years old, and address the wholesome needs of pre-adult young ladies, pregnant and lactating ladies, and more seasoned people; by 2030 twofold the horticultural efficiency and the salaries of little scale nourishment makers, especially ladies, indigenous people groups, family ranchers, pastoralists and fishers, including through secure and equivalent access to arrive, other profitable assets and data sources, learning, monetary administrations, markets, and open doors for esteem expansion and non-cultivate work; by 2030 guarantee reasonable sustenance creation frameworks and actualize strong agrarian practices that increment profitability and generation, that help look after biological communities, that reinforce limit with regards to adjustment to environmental change, outrageous climate, dry season, flooding and different debacles, and that dynamically enhance land and soil quality; by 2020 keep up hereditary differences of seeds, developed plants, cultivated and trained creatures and their related wild species, including through soundly oversaw and broadened seed and plant banks at national, territorial and global levels, and guarantee access to and reasonable and evenhanded sharing of advantages emerging from the use of hereditary assets and related customary learning as universally concurred; increment venture, including through upgraded worldwide collaboration, in country foundation, rural research and augmentation administrations, innovation advancement, and plant and domesticated animals quality banks to improve rural gainful limit in creating nations, specifically in slightest created nations; rectify and avoid exchange limitations and mutilations in world farming markets including by the parallel disposal
of all types of rural fare appropriations and all fare measures with proportional impact, as per the command of the Doha Development Round; and embrace measures to guarantee the best possible working of nourishment product markets and their subsidiaries, and encourage opportune access to market data, including on sustenance saves, so as far as possible extraordinary sustenance value unpredictability.  

To address nourishment frailty, Food Agriculture Organization help with the Philippines concentrates on four need regions: enhancing sustenance and nourishment; improving agrarian generation and profitability and guaranteeing effective and streamlined supply chains; economical administration of regular assets through reinforcing land debasement evaluation, arrive administration and arranging limits, and the appropriation of feasible, participatory and strategy/activity situated practices in fisheries, ranger service and biodiversity; advancing horticultural adjustment, environmental change moderation and catastrophe hazard decrease.
